The Higgs faotopization of a strong map between matroids on a fixed set is that factorization into elementary naps in which each matroid is the Higgs lift of its successor. This factorization is characterized by properties of the modular filters which induce the elementary maps of the factorizations in two different ways. It is also sho~m to be minimal in a natural order on factorizations arising from the weak-map partial order on matroids.
Introduction.
The factorization -+ G :: G n of a strong map H -+ G between matroids on the same set X into elementary maps, or strong maps that reduce the rank by one. was first discovered by Higgs ([9] ; see also [2] ) using a construction we call the Higgs lift of the map. T. Brown [1] later studied a special type of elementary map, called'11F-products" by him and principal maps in a subsequent paper of Dowling and Kelly [7] . Matroids whose canonical strong maps B -+ G (B is the free matroid on X) can be factored into principal maps are shown to be the duals of transversal rnatroids. In a second paper [8] . Dowling and Kelly investigated general elementary strong maps between matroids on the same set, using extensively the notions of modular cuts and modular filters introduced by CTapo [3] , as well as the dual notion of modular ideals. Kennedy [11] later studied strong map factorizations, introducing the notion of the major of a factorization, and proving several results about the Higgs factorization. in which every matroid G.
J is the Higgs lift of the strong map H -+ G. 1 .
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This factorization was studied also in [8] .
The work in [7] . [8] . [10] , and [11] vas partly motivated by Higgs I tantalizing notion of the essential flats of a matroid. These are the flats which, as submatroids, are truncations of matroids of higher rank, and thus whose existence as flats cannot be predicted from the flats they contain. The essential flats of a matroid, together with their ranks. determine the matroid; this was first noticed by Higgs, according to Crapo [4] ; for a proof see [8] .
Dowling and Kelly [8] noticed an apparent connection between factorizations of the canonical strong map B -+ G and essential flats of G. and conjectured that every matroid admits a "proper factorization". This is one in which the minimal flats of the modular cuts determining the elementary maps are precisely the essential flats of G, each flat A appearing e(A) times as a minimal flat, where e(A) is the largest difference in rank between A and a matroid whose truncation is A.
This conjecture was shown by Kennedy [10] to be false; his counterexample is the rank-4 geometry on eight points a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h , whose copoints In addition, we prove some other results about the Higgs factorization of an arbitrary strong map, including its characterization as the only factorization in which the modular cuts are nested. Many of these results can be found in a slightly different context in [8] .
The next section concludes with a more precise statement of our main results.
Definitions and Statements of Results.
In this paper we will consider only matroids on a fixed finite set X of size k A matroid G will be viewed as a family of subsets of X which contains X itself and which forms a geometric lattice under inclusion. The members of this lattice are the flats of G; we will use the term G-fZats when there are more than one matroid under consideration. The free matroid, in which every subset of X is a flat, will be denoted by B. The rank function of G is denoted r G • and closure by A~A .
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the following notions for matroids (combinatorial pregeometries): geometric lattice, rank, nullity, closure, circuit, spanning set, dual matroid. An introduction to the subject of matroids can be found in [6] ; further elaboration of the results collected below can be found in [8] .
He define a relation anong matroids on X by saying that H -+ G is a strong map if every G-flat is an H-flat. (This curious way of referring to a relation comes from the fact that every G-flat is an H-flat if and only if the identity on X induces a strong map (see [9] ) between the geometric lattices of Hand G.) If H -+ G is a strong map, then reH)~reG) , with equality Another situation we will deal with is that of a factorization of a strong map H + G , namely, a sequence The results of this section appear in a slightly different context in [8] , using modular ideals and free quotients, which are dual to modular filters and Higgs (free) lifts.
Lemma 5. Let Proof. For an arbitrary pair of elementary maps as given, the following are true.
(1) If A is in both F and Fl or in neither of F and Fi , then rL(A) = r L, (A) . Proof. Let be any other factorization of G* -+ H*. Then
